Organizations in different markets and industries use the Syhunt technology for securing web applications. Below you can find about some of our most notable customers and why they selected Syhunt.

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

The U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) has chosen Syhunt to automate web application security testing. Syhunt is specifically designed to proactively defend networks against the massive, wide range of sophisticated cyberattacks taking place at the Web application level, a need that the DoD and all government entities and companies today share. Earlier, Syhunt announced it’s web application security scanner had been selected by the U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) for performing web application security testing.

1SECURE

"We have been using Syhunt for a couple of years now during different penetration tests. It has discovered a number of SQL injections and XSS vulnerabilities we would have missed if tested by hand. One of the best ways of using Syhunt is by combining the source code analysis with the dynamic scanner to quickly zoom in on the real issues. Support by Syhunt has been outstanding, quick to reply and resolve questions."

1Secure is a Dutch company specialized in risk management services and tools with an experienced international team of professionals. They actively use Syhunt Hybrid for performing web application security testing.

VERIZON BUSINESS

"Syhunt is the most comprehensive web server scanning tool that we have come across. Other tools just don't have the depth of vulnerability database that Syhunt has."
Verizon Business, one of the largest providers of IP global communications services, has selected Syhunt as its web application security assessment software. Verizon Business is a unit of Verizon Communications (NYSE:VZ). Syhunt was selected for its ability to perform deep web application security scans. The Syhunt team has been able to consolidate exploit information disclosed by hundreds of experienced bug hunters in the Syhunt scanner, reaching a total of 29 thousand web vulnerabilities researched and turned into checks.

SONY CORPORATION

Sony Corporation, a leading consumer electronics manufacturer, has selected Syhunt as its web application security assessment software. Syhunt will be used to measure compliance with OWASP and SANS security recommendations.

Syhunt scans thoroughly for the vulnerability classes listed in the OWASP documents. Organizations are invited to use our tool as part of their web application security testing process, rapidly detecting and effectively avoiding these security risks.

For more information about Syhunt, visit www.syhunt.com